AUTUMN/
WINTER 2020

TREND
Garden Sage / 2020 Autumn-Winter
The green could bring a natural vividness to your customers and it can create a calm milieu.
It can combine other colors, softening them or emphasizing them. It matches every single
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skin shade because it is nor warm nor cold color.
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We got news:
The cover and the inside
could be purchased
separately!

NEW!
2021 Crystal Nails diaries
This year we give you 2 new spectacular designs for our
usual diary: Holo Pink and White Flower. It has a snap
fastener, so you can just lock it with one simple move. Also,
we added a pen holder to it, so your pen would always
close in case if you need it.

NEW!
Xtreme Superior Gel
Cover Pink

This is the new, Cover Pink shade of our Xtreme Superior Gel. This is the new
generation of the builder gels, which is a perfect choice for file-free technique. The
cover pink is a natural cover color, which could be used for its own or for a french
nail. For the proper cohesion, use a base gel before. It can be used for a refill as any
refill material could but the coverage is stronger.
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Strong curving tweezers which can help you create parallels while
you building a nail. Due to the strength we don’t recommend you
to use it for the base-layers but it is perfect for curving the already
sculpted nail.
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New! ShapeX Curving
Tweezers
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Curving time 20-25sec (UV), 8-10sec (LED)
Cure time 2-3 min (UV), 1-2 min (LED)
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This nail was made with the new
Xtreme Superior Gel Cover Pink
by Alexandra Méhész.

AUTUMN-WINTER 2020 / XTREME SUPERIOR GEL COVER PINK AND SHAPEX C-CURVE TWEEZERS
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This nail was made with the new Xtreme
Superior Gel Cover Pink, the new Gold and
Silver Tiger Eye Infinity Crystalacs
by Virág Halász

AUTUMN-WINTER 2020 / NEW! TIGER EYE INFINITY CRYSTALAC
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NEW!
Tiger Eye Infinity
CrystaLac –
Silver, Gold
In this fall, The Tiger Eye Infinty will shine to us 2 new
metallic shades: silver and gold. Cheer up the trend
colors of the season with the new shades of Tiger Eye
Infinity CrystaLacs. You can’t choose? No problem,
these two shades are great with each other as well.
It has to be used differently than the usual TigerEye
products: it is recommended to use it in a black base, but
it looks good in other darker shades as well: bordeaux,
eggplant, dark green, dark blue. You can apply one layer
of Tiger Eye Infinity on top of the colors above, and
when you use the magnets for creating a shape.
You can use any kind of magnets but using the
Multiform Tiger Eye Magnet you can create shapes,
which otherwise could be created combining 2 normal
magnets altogether.
Cure time: 2-3min (UV), 1-2min (LED)
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NEW!
3 STEP CrystaLac
trend colors of
Autumn-Winter 2020
SPECTACULAR COLORS IN 3 STEPS
Do you have customers who love nature too? The new 3 Step shades have the greens of
the fall season. The 3S133 Stonecrop and the 3S134 Avocado will be a softer, lighter but the
3S135 Cactus and the 3S136 Fern will be a darker the accessories of your salon.
The 3 Step CrystaLacs has 4 more shade and they’re all like the colors of the autumn forest.
You can recommend the charming shade of 3S137 Youngberry and the 3S138 Cinnammon
Plum for those customers of yours who loves the pink shades. The 3S139 Turkish Hazelnut
and the 3s140 Cranberry will be in the darker color’s team.
4ml
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are available only
4ml version!
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This nail was made with the new 3S133 Stonecrop, the new
3S134 Avocado, the new 3S135 Cactus and the new 3S136
Fern CrystaLacs by Dóra Kesztyűs
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AUTUMN-WINTER 2020 / 3 STEP CRYSTALAC TREND COLORS
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AUTUMN-WINTER 2020 / ONE STEP CRYSTALAC TREND COLORS
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NEW!
ONE STEP CrystaLac
trend colords of
2020 autumn-winter
NON-CLEANSING VIVID COLORS
After the vibrant colors of summer, it can be good for our souls to wear softer colors on
our nails with the arrival of autumn. Let it enchant you with 1S94 Soft Satin or 1S95 Powder
Beige, but if you want something more vivid in color, choose the 1S96 Loud Cyclamen or
the 1S97 Ruby Amulet.
4ml
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This nail was made with the new 1S94 Soft
Satin, the new 1S95 Beige Powder, the 1S96
Loud Cyclamen and 1S97 Ruby Amulet One Step
CrystaLacs by Virág Halász
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NEW!
Royal Gel
trend colors of
2020 autumn-winter

It is time to prepare for the fall with the latest Royal Gels! For the lovers of nude shades.
R162 Almond Blossom or the soft R163 Rose Petal. Apply the new R164 Aubergine Purple
to your more experimental clients, or dive into the shade of the new R165 Deep Sea after
the year of blue madness.
*Try the new colors in a 3 ml version as well! For a limited time!
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This nail was made with the new R162 Almond Blossom, R163
Rose Petal, R164 Aubergine Purple and the R165 Deep Sean
Royal Gels by Mária Koncsik-Király.
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2020 AUTUMN-WINTER / NEW! ROYAL GEL TREND COLORS
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This nail was made with the new 1S95 Beige Powder and the
new Art Gel Pro colors by Dóra Kesztyűs.

AUTUMN-WINTER 2020 / NEW! ART GEL PRO + FLEXI FRENCH GEL
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NEW!
Art Gel PRO

Creamy, soft, strongly pigmented art gel and the decoration has never been easier. The favorite
attributes of the Art Gel remained unchanged: strong coverage even with a thin layer, noncleansing. The Art Gel Pro has better, different consistency, which is easier to handle. The work
with this product is way more faster and the result will be more homogeneous. We can draw a
longer and thin ner line, it won’t break. The brush is almost glide by itself on the surface. It is a
perfect choice for contouring, for drawing thin lines due to the color’s intensity. The Art Gel and
The Art Gel Pro can be mixed together, so the variety of the colors is spectacular.
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3ml

New! Flexi French Gel
Very bright white, flexible, cleansing material and it has an ideal consistency
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for shaping the french end of the nail on flexible surfaces or on a gel polish
base. Using this, the french end will not crack because it’s flexible. After
the curing, it will not blur and you will have a perfectly white texture.
Recommended brushes: 0 Short or Mini, Barbara II., Art Design.
Cure time: 2-3 (UV), 1-2 (LED)

5ml
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NEW!
Moisturising Hand,
Foot and Body Lotion

The latest line of Crystal Nails moisturizing creams have arrived,
which are completely:

Paraben free

Silicone free

Sulfate free

SLS free

PEG free

In the autumn-winter period, it is an excellent choice for the care of dry
and sensitive skin, available in two scents:
Oriental Jasmine
Skincare lotion with aloe vera, jojoba oil and cocoa oil in it and it has an
authentic and sensual jasmine scent.
Royal Ritual

New:

We gave an orange and bergamot orange mix scent to this lotion which
contains aloe vera, jojoba oil and cocoa oil of course.

The 30 ml pack is now available
in a practical, pumped package,
so you can easily extract the
cream until the last drop.

30ml
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250ml

2020 AUTUMN-WINTER / NEW! MOISTURISING HAND, FOOT AND BODY LOTION
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NEW!
Stamping plate
- fallen leaves

News: From now
the plates have
a plastic back
for the safer usage.

Gorgeous decorations within just a few seconds as
simple as you can imagine! This season we give you
autumn patterns and fallen leaves. Don’t miss it out
if you would like to create innovative decorations
for your customers. Size: 6x12cm

NEW! Transferfoil kit - Marble
Our beloved transferfoil line has a new spectacular selection just for you! One of the most popular decorations for clients are
the marble pattern, you can now create easily in seconds. Popular in different shades and patterns, the Transferfoil Kit of 10
pieces is guaranteed to be one of your favorite nail art product of autumn! It can be easily applied to any surface with the help
of Pro Foil Gel.

2020 AUTUMN-WINTER / NEW! OTHER CRYSTAL NOVELTIES
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This nail was made with Compact Base Gel Cover Pink and the new
Marble Transfer Foil kit by Roxana Sárközy-Eigner.

NEW! NAIL STICKERS
If you would like to get the autumn vibe, we recommend our new sticker collection. We’re giving you cute wild animals and
flowers which make you feel the spirit of the autumn forests. These stickers are the perfect match for our new Royal Gel and
CrystaLac trend colors. Sizes: 12*7,5cm; 10*3,8cm

NEW! Xtreme Fusion AcrylGel
Reverse Clear Tip / Reverse Clear Almond Tip
For the autumn season we deliver to you 2 new sizes and 1 new shape you can use for the Xtreme Fusion AcrylGel. Transparent,
and more flexible tips and one box has 14 different sizes which means that you can find 140pcs in 1 box. Also, you can use a tip
more than once! These tips have more natural curves.

2020 AUTUMN-WINTER / NEW! OTHER CRYSTAL NOVELTIES
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Four new collections of autumn-winter colors in a super box which can be transformed
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K i t s c a n b e t ra n

Autumn-winter kits – Royal Gel,
3 STEP és ONE STEP CrystaLac

rm

NEW!

to a display in a few movements. Just take the jars and display crown out of the box
and lay it down. Let’s decorate your table with our latest selection of gel polishes and
Royal Gels!

NEW! HEAL THE WORLD 3 STEP
CRYSTALAC KIT 4x4ml
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NEW! SPREAD LOVE 3 STEP
CRYSTALAC KIT 4x4ml

NEW! 1S133
Stonecrop

NEW! 1S134
Avocado

NEW! 3S137
Youngberry

NEW! 3S138
Cinnamon plum

NEW! 1S135
Cactus

NEW! 1S136
Fern

NEW! 3S139
Turkish hazelnuts

NEW! 3S140
Cranberry

NEW! KEEP CALM ONE STEP
CRYSTALAC KIT 4x4ml

NEW! 1S94

NEW! 1S95

Soft satin

Beige powder

NEW! 1S96

NEW! 1S97

Loud cyclamen

Ruby amulet

NEW! STRONGER TOGETHER
ROYAL GEL KIT 4x4,5ml

NEW! R162
Almond Blossom

NEW! R163
Rose petals

NEW! R164
Purple Aubergine

NEW! R165
Deep-sea

i
The nail is made with Xtreme Fusion AcrylGel Cover Pink, with the new 3S133
Stonecrop, 3S136 Fern 3 STEP CrystaLac, 1S82 Creamy Pumpkin CrystaLac, and the
new Black Art Gel PRO and MattEver Matt Top Gel. (Work by Virág Halász).

2020 AUTUMN-WINTER / NEW! AUTUMN-WINTER KITS
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NEW!

Metal suitcases

Our brand new metal suitcases have been completely renewed inside and out. Lots of innovations and
many surprises are waiting for you. But one thing is for sure! In addition to the super look, we offer you
a completely custom-designed product line. Each of our metal suitcases is designed for our products
and your needs, so you are sure to take all your belongings with you comfortably, without any worries.
Features:
• Reinforced durable construction with a lightweight frame.
• Ergonomic carrying handle on each suitcase for extra comfort.
• Customizable, adjustable space dividers for better organization.
• Easy to clean exterior/interior for easier maintenance.
• Stylish diamond effect, convex exterior in 4 super color variations and 3 sizes.

Available sizes (3pcs):
Small, Big, Large
Available colors (4 pcs):
Black, Hot Red,
Bronze, Baby Pink

Large

FROM
THE BEGINNING
OF OCTOBER!
Big

New! SMALL
MetalSuitcase
• Perfect for classes and school or you
need only a few things
• We made this suitcase higher so the
40ml, the 100ml and even the new
250ml version of liquids could easily fit
in
• You can organize your products more
efficient, thanks to the rearrangeable
walls
• We put plastic cover inside, so you
can easily clean it up
• We added more wheels to it and it
became more stable then ever.

Small
Black

Hot Red

Bronze

Baby Pink

1.
1.
2.

2.
5.

3.

4.

3.

accessories:
rearrangeable walls

Black
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Hot Red

Bronze

Baby Pink

size
(height*length*width)
170*230*160mm

4.

5.

New! BIG
Metal Suitcase

Black

Bronze

Hot
Red

Accessories:
Shoulder strap, space
dividers, keys.

Baby
Pink

• Excellent for education, training and when you
would take more necessary things with you.
• You can adjust or remove the internal deviders
as you wish, so you can arrange your new suitcase
according to your needs.

Size:
height: 370mm, length:
375mm, width: 250mm

1.

1.

Ergonomic carrying handle and
detachable shoulder straps make
traveling even more comfortable.

2.

2.

4 wheels for greater stability and

3.

protection of the suitcase.

3.

4.
4.
The upper part is equipped with
2 medium and 1 larger pull-out

5.

5.

The height and width of the lower
part have also been increased, so

storage, so it can comfortably

even the transport of the 500ml refills

fit your favorite CrystaLacs, nail

or paper towels is not a problem.

arts, gels and even the Liquid
holder.

4.
Thanks to the lower plastic cover,
you can also easily remove sticky dirt.
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New! Large Metal Suitcase
• Great for education, training, longer trips or when you take a lot of things with you.
• Not only has its size and structure changed, but it has also received a number of extra

Hot
Red

Black

accessories, so you can travel comfortably with it, even with plenty of things

Bronze

Baby
Pink

• With its adjustable dividers, it is easier to organize and the products are less likely to be
tilted.

Accessories:

• With its four 360° rotating wheels, the control of the suitcase has also become more optimal,

Shoulder strap, space dividers,

so it has become much more convenient to transport.

keys, + 1 EXTRA lid.

• Plus, you can take it with you comfortably without even tilting your suitcase, so products

(color and size matching).

are less likely to tip over.

Size: height: 920mm length:

You can vary up to 7 ways with the extra lid.
So, this suitcase is an excellent helper even if you bring a lot
of things with you or only the most necessary ones.

370mm width: 285mm

1.

2.

3.

4.

You can also use it
as 3 separate
suitcases.
3.

4.

1.

2.

Removable top as

Removable middle part as

Bottom as

+1 pcs Extra lid as

LARGE suitcase

SMALL suitcase.

ROLLING suitcase

SMALL and ROLLING suitcases.

(Can be varied in 2 ways)

CN Tip:
by using + 5cm you gain height.
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5.

The upper part, like the large suitcase, is equipped with 2
medium and 1 larger pull-out container and a larger lower part,
so it can comfortably fit your favorite CrystaLacs, decorations
and gels even when placed in the Liquid holder.
CN TIP: You can also use the top as a stand-alone suitcase.

6.

Excellent for storing all lower products, so jars, CrystaLacs,
diplomas, tools, machines and decorators are no problem.
CN Tip: You can also use the middle part as a separate suitcase
with the extra lid.

7.

Great for storing larger, taller products, so 500-1000ml refills,
paper towels, tools and machines can fit comfortably.
CN Tip: You can also use the lower wheeled part as a separate
suitcase with the extra lid.

8.

Extra innovation! A pull-out lower drawer gives you easy
access to the products placed at the bottom. Great for storing
machines, tools, or anything you want to keep separate, but
still want to have quick access.

9.

The back of the upper part is equipped with an extra stiffening
strap, so if you still bring this whole suitcase together, using it
will give more stability to the suitcase and the pull lever.

10.

The wide, telescopic drawbar can be adjusted to several
heights, which keeps the entire rear part stable.

11.

4 planetary wheels rotating 360 °, which makes the control of
the suitcase even more optimal and much more convenient
to transport with it. Plus, you can carry it comfortably with
you without tilting your suitcase.

5.

9.

6.

7.
10.

8.

11.

CN Advise:
By using the extra bracing
strap optimizes weight
distribution and makes
transporting even more stable,
as well as increasing the life of
your suitcase.
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BEST OF CRYSTAL NAILS
We have collected for you the most popular products of the spring-summer season of
2020, feel free to apply them with our autumn novelties. Greet the cool season with
trendy combinations!

1.

Compact Base Gel PLUS - Clear

3.

Compact Base Gel PLUS - Clear
A big favorite is the Compact Base Gel Plus Clear what is the
denser version of Compact Base Gel Clear. It provides more
comfortable use in warmer weather, due to its density it
does not worn out so quickly even in the greatest heat. Its
durability and application are the same as Compact Base Gel.
Curing time 2-3 minutes in UV lamp, 1-2 minutes in LED
4ml

Make your CrystaLac shades more exciting with Mosaic Liquid!
Use a bright or glittery color and let the material to design the
pattern itself.
4ml

8ml

3 STEP CrystaLacs
2.

Glam Glitters 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12

Amazing colors in 3 steps!
CrystaLac material provides the durability of colored gels
with ease of polishing. Self-leveling, high coverage and it
is super pigmented! In the spring-summer months, you
adored the 3S120 Strawberry Foam, the 3S130 Vivid Red,
and the 3S132 Pink Shock, so don’t forget to stock up on
them against the fall gray!
4ml

1.
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Mosaic Crystal Liquid Cracking decorative liquid

4.

The holo effect continues to conquer the Glam Glitters
collection! Get them to have the mixture of glitters and shiny
sparkles.

8ml

2.

3.

4.

